
Diaar Turkis� Men�
28 The Broadway, Stanmore I-HA7 4DW, United Kingdom

(+44)2089540339 - https://diaarrestaurant.com/

Here you can find the menu of Diaar Turkish in Stanmore. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Diaar Turkish:

delicious food and attentive service by the personal I have eaten here a few times and since the pre-palemy did
not visit and the quality was still happy. I had the chicken dish with hen and cauliflower in a watery sauce that
was delicious. sitting on it we were served with two dips and freshly baked flat brot, which put a smile on my

taste buds. in any case, they recommend this place. we have finished with mini-bakl... read more. The restaurant
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What

Mansoor Mk doesn't like about Diaar Turkish:
Don’t ever try mix donner, chicken wings and falafels here, mix donner and wings were so badly smelling and

falafels with Humus were completely burnt! Waitress was genius! Food: 1 Service: 5 read more. At Diaar Turkish,
you'll find authentic, classic Kebabs in diverse variations as well as the spices and spice mixes, known for the

delectable Turkish cuisine - whether on a Lahmacun, in a Sucuk, or in one of the delectable salads with
chickpeas or lentils, the menu also includes delectable vegetarian meals. Additionally, there are also easy to

digest Mediterranean meals available, The meat is freshly cooked here on an open flame.
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Salad�
SALAD

Appet�er�
KEBAB

Mai� course�
RIBS

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

WINGS

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

LAHMACUN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHILI

TRAVEL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

SALAD

LAMB
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Monday 11:00-23:00
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Wednesday 11:00-23:00
Thursday 11:00-23:00
Friday 11:00-23:00
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Sunday 11:00-22:30
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